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Abstract
Society is moving at an increasing pace toward the next stage of the information society through linked data. Among the relevant
developments in geographic information science, linked data approaches offer potential for improving SDI functionality [12]. Linked data
uses Semantic Web technologies and makes it possible to link at a very granular level data resources of the web for a multitude of purposes.
While the technological implementation in many ways is still in a phase of adolescence, vast amounts of data, including geographic
information (GI) have been prepared, for example by the UK Ordinance Survey [8] and other governmental and non-governmental bodies.
The overwhelming focus has been on producing RDF formatted data for linked data applications--the foundation for applications. In this
short paper, we provide an overview of potentials of linked open data for SDI 3.0 developments. Through two exemplary use cases we
illustrate specifically some first steps towards a more web-oriented and distributed approach to creating SDI architectures. The cases
demonstrate applications based on the LOD4WFS Adapter, which opens the way for multi-perspective GI applications, created on-demand
from multiple GI data resources. These applications automate geometry-based selections of data using spatial queries with the use of RCC8
and OGC Simple Features topological functions. Future work in this area includes adding semantic operators to refine GI processing with
multiple ontologies.

1

Introduction

The information age offers a promise of improved access,
efficiency, and new discoveries through information. Partly
realized in Web 1.0 and 2.0 services and applications,
Semantic Web technologies, linked data concepts,
fundamental to Web 3.0 implementation, define the next big
goals for the information society. Geospatial information
occupies an important component of developments involving
Linked Data and the Semantic Web. Many initiatives, both
governmental and non-governmental continue to develop
linked data resources and applications [28]. A number of
commercial applications have also embraced these Semantic
Web technologies. This article considers these developments
points to the potentials of Linked Data for future SDI
architectures and broader support.
These developments continue efforts to enhance online
information access and use of geographic information,
opening the doors to application potentials that only a few
decades ago would have seemed to come directly from

science fiction. We now have the capability to access GI from
anywhere on the globe. Realistically, this potential faces many
technological and organizational challenges. Achieving
improved access through Semantic Web applications that can
handle the semantic issues [9, 15, 16, 10] offers interesting
means to support uses hitherto constrained by web 1.0 and 2.0
technologies [2]
Semantic Web technologies, understood as an important
part of Web 3.0, in summary, serve as integrators across
different content, information applications and systems.
Already the applications are diverse with implementations in
government [24, 8], commercial applications, entertainment,
education [14] and other domains [18]. Linked open data
(LOD) in particular refers to the practices for publishing and
connecting data on the Web [3]. In other words, linked data
offers the technologies for creating dynamic integration on the
Web.
If we take a step back, we can see that many Semantic Web
technologies offer information integration capabilities
envisioned in SDI concepts [22, 20, 19, 31] but challenging to
realize. The SDI implementations could only support links at
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the file level: each ftp:, http:, https: etc access retrieves an
entire file. The operating system-based distribution of files
requires additional steps to process data from the Web. A
skilled and usually also knowledgeable user needs to locate,
download, then prepare all required resources in order to
answer a query in the common Web architecture used by SDI.
This is clearly complex, time-consuming and inefficient for
information integration [23]. The intent of SDI was to support
feature level queries and processing, however, querying across
repositories distributed on the Web is not feasible. This
becomes possible using Semantic Web technologies, such as
RDF, and opens possibilities to integrate or aggregate subsets
of datasets based on logical criteria, e.g, topological operators
determining if features are within a specified extent.
This paper describes a potential bridge between Web 3.0
based-architecture and SDI-type repositories to help make
SDI-type applications more efficient and flexible. The
proposed connection closely corresponds to OGC goals and

2

Technologies,
Institutions

Applications,

and

Geographic applications and information needs range
greatly [31] but every GI-Application needs data; and the data
is needed by groups. Often portions of single or multiple files
are required. Presently, most GI processing requires use of a
GIS and/or SDI and proficiency in several areas beyond
geoinformatics. The predominant implementation using Web
1.0 and 2.0 approaches only allows for the access of entire
files. We need to consider technologies, applications, and
institutions holistically to connect uses to data.
The main objective of SDI is to facilitate access to spatial
data services through search and preview functionalities
provided by portals. Public administration is the main actor as
a provider of SDI [11] which, according to the INSPIRE
directive, for example, is responsible for the publication of

Figure 1: Resources, services, and applications illustrating the capability to dynamically construct geographic
information graphs to support multiple uses

standards' development that implement Web 2.0 technologies,
e.g., WMS, WFS [30]. LOD additionally provides the
foundation for incorporating semantic considerations in GI
processing.
In this paper we consider some LOD related technologies
and how we can utilize common technologies to improve
feature-level queries over distributed datasets. We focus
particularly on developments using the LOD4WFS Adapter,
which enables access to LOD data sources via OGC Web
Services [13].

Web services according to OGC standards. The task of public
administration is to publish structural data including spatial
data, but in a LOD approach this occurs in a way that supports
the ability to integrate data from multiple heterogeneous
sources using Semantic Web technology, particularly RDF.
Consuming RDF data is currently more complex for users
compared to the well-known and widely implemented WMS
and WFS services. Using the LOD4WFS Adapter we can
connect the LOD, SDI repositories, and support multiple GIApplications (see Figure 1).
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Retrieving data from SDI resources into RDF triples can be
done in two ways. First is a simple transformation. This
transformation resembles a W3C Direct Mapping for the
transformation from relational model into RDF graph. We use

RDF triples, which can work as online triple store server, e.g.
Parliament [1], SemGeo, Strabon [17], and offline converter
of spatial data TripleGeo (TripleGeo). Online triple stores also
give user the possibility of querying graphs with the use of

Figure 2: Dereferencing URIs of resources stored in graph for multiple purposes

a similar mapping which binds WFS/GML objects to RDF
nodes, WFS/GML attributes to RDF graph edges (properties)
pointing to literals (OWL datatype properties), references
between WFS/GML objects to RDF graph edges pointing to
other resources (OWL object properties). The second
possibility is associated with the use of ontology languages
(e.g. RDF Schema or OWL Tbox) and a mapping ontology. It
allows developing more sophisticated transformations, which
create a “view” on original SDI resources in terms of an RDF
representation. This is compatible to the W3C R2RML
adapter (http://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/). The result of a
SPARQL query in this environment is a new graph that
aggregates elements from multiple RDF data sources and
constructs new connections between them (see Figure 1).
Ontologies occupy a very important role in the nascent web
of data. They provide information about properties which
relate resources (nodes) in a graph. We can use the NeoGeo
vocabulary (NeoGeo Vocabulary, 2014) to supplement
repository and data set level ontologies. It makes it possible to
formulate SPARQL queries to discover required data from
multiple RDF data sources.
A distributed SPARQL query results in an RDF graph
consisting of objects retrieved from various sources provided
by separated institutions and organizations (see Figures 2 and
4). Using spatial information in the form of semantic
representations we can discover spatial relations between
heterogeneous data and enrich result graphs with new
relations (see Figure 3). New graphs could include new literal
values too, which were, e.g., derived from information
transformations [4]
One of the main problems connected with using Semantic
Web technologies with GI is the heterogeneity of the semantic
and spatial data [9, 6, 7, 26, 29, 25]. To properly operate
between these two different approaches it is needed to
establish bridges. The first need is to be able to serve spatial
data as semantic data with the use of RDF data model and
appropriate vocabularies or ontologies. There are applications
capable of exposing spatial data (geometry and properties) as

SPARQL queries with extensions like GeoSPARQL, which
provide spatial analysis functions. The second need is to use
semantic data within GI systems, which comes down to
converting spatial data representation from RDF triples back
to GIS-compliant representations like GML or Shapefiles.
This part can be done with the LOD4WFS Adapter, which is
capable of explore existing triple stores with spatial features
and expose them as OGC WFS service, which can be opened
and displayed directly in any GIS that implements the OGC
WFS standard (Standard Data Access). The LOD4WFS
Adapter also provides the possibility of creating on-demand
WFS layers from SPARQL queries and executing them on
distributed remote triple stores (Federated Data Access). If the
query result contains spatial data, it can be converted on the
fly into GML and served through a WFS service.
Figure 3: Example of a distributed query integrating data from
two different sources.

The result of the query is the list of East England
administrative districts, which is published through a WFS
service using LOD4WFS Adapter (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Example of federated query with DBpedia
and Ordnance Survey Linked Data.

functionality in both the administrative and civil society
domains.

3.1 Supporting administration procedures
The first SDI-related case to consider is building permit
application processing. The case focuses on providing simple
access to relevant data by theme and by extent and legal
requirements. In the prototype version of the application,
administrative staff has to manually determine which data sets
to include; the linked data implementation can automatically
determine the extent and only access and download the
corresponding data from multiple data sources. Later versions
of the application can add richer semantic functionality to
automate the selection of additional data sets based on criteria
and relevant rules and laws.
Most important in the first version of the application is the
support of the administrative officer, who must prepare a
complete set of required information for review. The decision
maker should be able to analyze and check all circumstances
relating to the decision making procedure. This person can
obtain information to determine,

if a parcel in question is covered by local
development plan,

if a parcel has appropriate access to local
transportation infrastructure,

if it is possible to access all other required
infrastructure systems (water supply, sewage system,
electric power supply)

if the proposed building includes measures to assure
public safety

3. Use cases
Semantic web technologies can use linked data for a large
range of geographic information application. We consider two
use cases in some detail to illustrate the potential of LOD and
semantic web technology for extending and improving SDI

Important in the review and decision process is finding the
data sets relevant to the planned uses and long-term

Figure 5: GML data converted by LOD4WFS adapter and published in WFS
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developments of a given project. In particular, it is crucial to
determine what rules and requirements apply and consider
existing easements and liens. When the proposed building is
multi-functional, multiple inter-related rules and regulations
often apply.
Using a semantic web approach, the data needed for the
review and decision come from heterogeneous sources: data
repositories, specifications, guidelines, etc. They include
public registers, cartographic and cadastral data, information
about infrastructure facilities, planning regulations, past
building activities and proposals. The application supports
review through a browser-based user interface that allows the
administrative staff to define geographic location and
manually select relevant layers; the decision making process
uses the same application architecture enhanced with
annotations from the reviewing staff members. The
application retrieves RDF resources using the GeoSPARQL
vocabulary[1] and RCC8 operators [5] through SPARQL
queries and assembles them into the linked data resource for
supporting the query. Using the LOD4WFS Adapter, linked
data can be transformed into GML and distributed through
WFS distribution to GIS and other WFS capable browsers.

3.2 Supporting tourism and local tourist industry
SDI data is an important resource for many decisions.
Topographic data constitutes an information resource familiar
to a broad range of people and therefore extremely valuable in
most cases in providing the necessary 'base data' for a literally
unlimited number of applications. In the second use case, we
explain how existing SDI topographic data encoded in an
RDF store and made accessible using LOD can be aggregated
by value-added-resellers in the tourism industry to produce
tailored geographic information products for local area
visitors.
Solutions based on LOD could remedy the drawbacks of
data-centric applications and support a broader range of
queries. We propose tourism application built-up in the way
that makes it possible retrieving RDF geographic information
from various sources, literally a LOD data cornucopia
provided by governmental entities, tourism sector entities or
social groups as well as volunteers and customers. Such data
can be accessed through SPARQL Queries using
GeoSPARQL vocabulary and RCC8 operators. A federated
query should enable access to other RDF data sources that
provide URI information. Each query assembles the retrieved
data into a linked data resource for supporting the query. The
query result can be then displayed in a regular GIS using the
LOD4WFS Adapter. Using applications based on SPARQL, a
user could compose a request that accesses multiple data
sources. The query results can be linked to services enabling
purchase of airlines tickets, maybe municipal public transport
tickets (zone or time period tickets), hotel accommodation
booking, museum tickets, entertainment sites entrance
permissions, restaurant reservations, excursion vouchers and
so on.
This LOD approach can support a broad range of queries. In
particular it includes spatial location factors, spatial relations
between subject of interest and methods of profiling
attractions and services. Spatial queries (mutual location of
objects, transportation bindings, accessibility) can be resolved
by GeoSPARQLtriple stores, embracing finding locations and
recognizing of topological relations (RCC8). It is also

possible to build customized desktop GIS applications, based
on QGIS (http://qgis.org), Kosmo (http://www.opensig.es/) or
OpenJump (http://www.openjump.org/) open source tools.
This will be possible thanks to the dynamic transformation of
LOD resources into standard WFS documents. Network
applications could be based on the available tools, such as
OpenLayers (http://openlayers.org/) libraries or frameworks
such as GeoMajas (http://www.geomajas.org/).

4. Outlook
This paper illustrates the potential of linked open data
approaches for SDI-type applications based on semantic web
technologies. Beyond this rather brief and conceptual
overview, a number of issues remain for future work to
consider: using SPARQL queries to create new objects;
adding
metadata
generated
automatically
during
queries;creating a reference implementation;assessing the use
of ontologies to enrich semantic web application
functionality;considering processes for integrating open data
that address accuracy and quality concerns;exploring
extensions
to
support
real-time
sensor
data
integration;supporting web-based data analytics operations.
Extending the proposed approach to new SDI organizations,
the use of dereferable URIs supports more flexible queries.
Every spatial data published as LOD (e.g. layers and spatial
features) should have unique identifiers, which would allow
users to separately acquire and use it in their applications. To
emphasize the data hierarchy, the construction of URIs for
spatial feature should also contain information about layer to
which feature belongs. After URI dereferencing, the results
should be available as a RDF document and, for using it in
GIS systems, as an on-demand WFS layer created via the
LOD4WFS Adapter. In this case the URI of a resources serves
also as WFS service interface address.
While this paper only provides some small and future steps,
we believe that they contribute to reaching larger goals of the
Information Society that Geoinformatics can contribute to.
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